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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
It's the anniversary of J-6 — [STAR SPANGLED BANNER] — I'm 4 
feeling a bit, a little bit maybe, like Francis Scott key looking for the 5 
Flag in the battle of Fort McHenry: like during the battle of 6 
Baltimore in 1812, our Star Spangled Banner is once again tattered, 7 
and torn, be-smudged by the ravages of an enemy intent on 8 
destroying our Republic and bringing us into slavery, with a 9 
difference. Let's remember our political prisoners  10 
The gavel battle! What does it mean? And why does Trump take a 11 
position against the leaders within his own MAGA movement, and 12 
supports McCarthy who is manifestly not an America First 13 
Republican? [Submit to the system! Subordinate principle to the 14 
PARTY.] 15 
After I offer some brief comments on a variety of interesting news 16 
items, I'll zero in on J-6 and the gavel battle. 17 
My friends, it's time for your brain massage®! 18 
[TRUTH] 19 
I want to zero in on the J-6 day of infamy — what's the strongest 20 
word I can think of expressing disgust: what the Beelzebub driven 21 
Biden-brigade did on that day is, uh, I need a word: contemptible, 22 
repugnant, appalling, horrid, despicable, deplorable, heinous, 23 
ghastly, atrocious, unholy, monstrous, sick, how about loathsome, 24 
ungodly, certainly nightmarish, unchristian, nauseous — I need a 25 
word, none of these alone satisfy, all taken together, still, not 26 
quite—how about abominable, abomination—that's closer! 27 
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The United States government is being held hostage by foreign 28 
powers—even worse, by an "invisible enemy"—the "they" in this 29 
narrative—that has patiently, incrementally established agents 30 
embedded three, sometimes four levels deep in our government 31 
bureaucracies, forming a network of strategically deployed anti-32 
American operatives throughout the government creating an 33 
alternate "state," something we call the "Deep State." These agents 34 
utilize their power and influence to subvert efforts by honest 35 
politicians and facilitate the malevolent policies of traitors—while 36 
slowly constructing an election fraud scheme, the likes of which, as 37 
Biden himself said, had never been seen in America, in the 38 
background, in a low-key fashion, managing to steal key elections 39 
for key positions, like Secretary's of State, and District Attorneys 40 
offices, Governors, Mayors, and Election Officials, working to 41 
establish the Dominion machines, and organize a system for 42 
election fraud cover up, using Mail in Ballots, fighting against 43 
common sense election integrity laws, till finally, these communists 44 
had everything in place—ready pass Obama's treasonous terms of 45 
office to the Clinton Crime Family administration with Hillary, 46 
who would Deliver the US to the power of the CCP and pull the 47 
trigger on a full take down of America—but then Trump came 48 
down the golden escalator! And the whole Deep State world 49 
gasped.1  50 
They had come too far to turn back now, and Trump, like Reagan 51 
before him, threatened to undo decades of planning — so a coup 52 
was launched against the People and their president. They pulled 53 
out all the stops, called in every favor, put Biden's boasted election 54 
fraud machine into full throttle, and fragrantly violating election 55 
rules under "cover of COVID" without due process and in blatant 56 
violation of law, in total abandon of even the semblance of 57 

                                     
1 Gabbatt, Adam, Golden escalator ride: the surreal day Trump kicked off his bid for president, The Guardian, June 14, 2019 [ONLINE: 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/13/donald-trump-presidential-campaign-speech-eyewitness-memories — 12/6/23] 
For pdf, see 915.27.1. 
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transparency, or decency, sometimes in full view of cameras — the 58 
came out into the open and showed their hand. 59 
We are witnessing the fruit of long planning, patient grooming and 60 
positioning of assets in key places by the Globalists connected with 61 
Schwab (you-will-own-nothing-and-be-happy) and his World 62 
Economic Forum front for the super rich cabal, setting up and then 63 
marshaling the resources of the CCP, Soros, and Gates, with the 64 
willing participation of government complicit and government 65 
made—I call it Gov-business and Gov-Tech, and Gov-Pharma—66 
the "THEY" in this dark drama—whose work has been of decades-67 
long construction facilitated by rogue elements planted in the CIA, 68 
FBI, DOJ, DHS, and DOD, using their election fraud machine—69 
DOMINION stealing machines, principal one actually, and 70 
ironically, called DOMINION, to stop the PEOPLE's president, 71 
and set the Biden Crime Family in position to continue the plan—72 
but they are limping! Creatures of Darkness don't do well in 73 
LIGHT. 74 
God heard our prayers—literally, we prayed and fasted specifically 75 
requesting GOD would EXPOSE it all to the American people—76 
and at the time, I knew the elections were being rigged, and that 77 
election fraud had got to a place where national elections were 78 
being stolen—but I had no idea how deeply Satan had succeeded to 79 
reach into our government and take it into his power. Since then, 80 
Veritas began exposing Planned Parenthood, and everything else, 81 
and watching the Deep State react to Trump with their faked 82 
dossier, and their fake impeachment efforts, and their fake fact 83 
checkers, literally, faked; followed by their faked pandemic, and 84 
now their faked vaccines—they have been openly exposed for their 85 
repeated lies to the American people about the origins of COVID, 86 
creating a FAKED study published in the LANCET claiming 87 
Hydroxychloroquine was not only ineffective against COVID but 88 
even dangerous—PROVED FAKE, retracted by three of its four 89 
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authors, the one hold out shamed, and the study RETRACTED by 90 
Lancet—but Fauci and the liars in GOV.MED, or GOV.PHARMA 91 
continued using it to ban its use—and the outright LIES about 92 
Ivermectin—now EXPOSED — but this, the FAKED J-6 93 
insurrection is possibly the most vicious of all attacks on the 94 
America of our Founders. 95 
All of these attacks I've described have been ultimately aimed at 96 
CANCELING the voice of the American People—and the faked J-6 97 
— aw come on? What's with the rolling eyes? When are some of 98 
going to see what is right in front of you? 99 
I thought about taking the time today to lay out the entire case—100 
the video of Capitol police waving protestors into the Capitol, of 101 
Capitol police firing flash bangs2 into groups of protestors gathered 102 
behind barriers, set apart from the activity near the Capitol and 103 
DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING ILLEGAL OR VIOLENT. 104 
Ashe Epp, a social media personality guesting on Oltmann's 105 
Conservative Daily testified she was attacked by Capitol police 106 
throwing flash bangs into the protestors she was standing with—107 
she said they were surrounded with cameras—and yet not one clip 108 
of that attack appeared in media until June.  109 
While Ray Epps (that's Epp with an s — for satan, har, har) Ray 110 
Epps who orchestrated the "invasion," by the way, this guy is an 111 
FBI operator—you've heard of him, Ray Epps—you know, they guy 112 
we SEE on video waving protestors into the Capitol, they guy we 113 
learned from Twitter dumps met with a known agitator the day 114 
before talking about the plan, who admitted to the J-6 PELOSI 115 
committee that he orchestrated the event—who was on the FBI's 116 
top ten most wanted in connection with the Capitol riots, and then, 117 
without explanation, suddenly disappeared from that list?? And 118 

                                     
2 Staff, World Tribune, Report: Capitol Police incited Jan. 6 crowd by firing flash bangs, tear gas, World Tribune, August 2, 2021 
[ONLINE: https://www.worldtribune.com/report-capitol-police-incited-jan-6-crowd-by-firing-flash-bangs-tear-gas/ — 12/06/23] For 
pdf, see 915.27.2 
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you still roll your eyes? Look, at some point you just have to see 119 
what is in front of you. 120 
I'll need to go to break here in a minute. Look, Rebecca Lorenz, a 121 
Christian grandmother, 70 years old, she was waved into the 122 
Capitol, spoke with officers, went in to pray — later, in June, she 123 
got crosswise with some politician in her County, and suddenly got 124 
a notice to surrender to FBI custody in Denver. She appeared, 125 
voluntarily surrendered to the authorities—was arrested and I 126 
don't think she was even charged, finally it's come down to 127 
trespassing, and she was forced to face jail time as — A 128 
GRANDMOTHER 70 years old.  129 
She was at the protest to pray! That's it! That's why she was there. 130 
She certainly objected to the stolen election — but her manner of 131 
protest was to go there and PRAY! That's what she was doing. 132 
Praying! She was not vandalizing property, attacking officers, and 133 
never resisted arrest — when demanded, she presented herself 134 
willingly, with about 7 or 8 Marshals in the room, who acted like 135 
they were afraid of her, they handcuffed and shackled her, perp. 136 
walked her, for a crime of trespassing, when she was INVITED IN 137 
by the Capitol police — these are arrogant, miserable traitors to 138 
their oath and disgrace to their badge. 139 
And by the way, this is the story of EVERY J-6 protestor I've heard 140 
anything about—big charge—trespassing! I don't know of any that 141 
have been charged with insurrection. And the reason is simple! 142 
They don't have evidence to make such a charge stick. So they used 143 
the Patriot Act, calling this an insurrection on the Capitol, to 144 
justify holding these people without bail, and without even being 145 
charged with a crime, lost any right of a speedy trial, many are not 146 
even allowed to have representation, many held in isolation, some 147 
badgered into "pleading" to some bogus crime — My GOD, this is 148 
the stuff of the Siberia stories I heard in Russia, this is CCP type 149 
behavior — THIS IS NOT AMERICA! 150 
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So, look, the strategy of the J-6 thing is multilayers. First, it's a ruse 151 
to shift attention away from their own insurrection, the real one, 152 
the one that is ongoing right now by the DEEP STATE led by the 153 
Demoncrat Party under the control of the CCP. Second, it's a 154 
THREAT to any Patriot who might even THINK about open mass 155 
protests against the coup — it's probably the number one reason 156 
the Arizona protest fizzled — the leaders of conservatives were 157 
AFRAID a J-6 scenario would play out with FBI plants embedded 158 
within to agitate a riot they could use as an excuse to do a J-6 2.0. 159 
Literally, key leaders in the conservative movement told their 160 
followers Don't GO to the AZ rally, specifically because they feared 161 
it was going to be a set up—in other words — Antifa, and BLM can 162 
RIOT in the streets, burning down buildings, killing people, and 163 
walk around with "Assault Rifles" in the open and it's all covered 164 
over by talk about "right to protest" and because, after all, it was 165 
"mostly peaceful," but the message is —CONSERVATIVES, 166 
DON'T YOU DARE MASS IN THE STREETS IN PROTEST TO 167 
GOVERNMENT ABUSES AND MALFEASANCE — because if 168 
you do, you will be branded a terrorist and — if you think we were 169 
tough on J-6 protestors, hah, now that we KNOW THE 170 
AMERICAN PEOPLE WILL COWER, WILL KNEEL TO OUR 171 
POWER AND OUR THREATS — NEXT WE WILL START 172 
EXTREME RENDITIONS — where we just target a patriot we 173 
don't like, scoop him up while out and about town unawares, and 174 
you never hear from him again! We practiced this in the aftermath 175 
of 9/11 and we've gotten pretty good at it. 176 
So, third, J-6 is a test of public sentiment — can we cower Patriots 177 
to stand down — looks like we can! So, next we can start rounding 178 
them up to put into the camps we are building at the old El Toro 179 
Marine base, to begin their reeducation training — so if they prove 180 
uneducable, we can transfer them to the BILL GATES/TONY 181 
FAUCI human testing program to get some use from them "for the 182 
people."  183 
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How many fingers am I holding up? Four! And if the party says 184 
there are five, how many are there. Five! No, that won't do, you are 185 
lying—after electrocution jolts Winston, he is asked again — how 186 
many fingers? How many fingers, Patriots? 187 
When will America amass in the streets, at the Capitol, and 188 
SCREAM — SET THESE POLITICAL PRISONERS FREE? I SEE 189 
FOUR FINGERS — I SEE FOUR FINGERS!  190 
The ONLY INSURRECTION is the one being conducted against 191 
America right now led by the BIDEN CRIME FAMILY. I SEE 192 
FOUR FINGERS.  193 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 194 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 195 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 196 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 197 
liberty. 198 
Let's take a look into the Gavel Battle. Today is the fourth round of 199 
votes, and I think McCarthy is about four votes away from the 200 
gavel. It's the 12th vote—wait, let me get an update. As of Friday, 201 
1:02 pm, he has lost 13 votes but has crept to within inches of the 202 
gavel he covets. The last time there was a serious challenge to the 203 
Speakership was back in the 1800s—I understand that Congress 204 
voted 100 times before they gave up, changed the rules to allow the 205 
highest vote getter to get it. Many hoped the conservatives would 206 
be able to prevail over the SYSTEM, over the ESTABLISHMENT 207 
control, the WILL OF THE PARTY over the WILL OF THE 208 
PEOPLE — remember Orwell's 1949 novel, titled 1984, where one 209 
of my all time favorite actors, I mean for acting ability, Richard 210 
Burton, as O'Brien demands of his subject, ironically named 211 
Winston (means joyful stone), but perhaps metaphorically named 212 
for the English leader who stood firm against Nazi Germany in 213 
WWII, Winston Churchill. Four years after the war, Orwell cast a 214 
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vision for the rise of a NAZI like regime dominating the world and 215 
titled it 1984. 216 
Looks like he missed it by that much! 217 
The stakes in this battle for the gavel are not being laid out clearly, 218 
in my view. I think it is possible a few, perhaps a very few of our 219 
representatives get it, but most simply cannot believe what I am 220 
about to put before you. 221 
Look, McCarthy has never been a leader. He is a fair follower, a 222 
"team player," type personality, that is imminently influencable. 223 
Well, that's not a word, but you get my meaning. Let's just say his 224 
convictions are not highly defined and they seem to be malleable. 225 
My experience with people like this is NO DEAL YOU MAKE 226 
WITH THEM IS GOING TO HOLD THEM IF A BETTER DEAL 227 
IS OFFERED LATER. If the conservatives have to bind this guy 228 
with written "concessions" in order to feel comfortable he will do 229 
what's right — why don't you just quit playing the games — we are 230 
all bored with your playing around! 231 
The fact is, some representatives are deeply suspicious that Kevin 232 
McCarthy is just another RINO, maybe a bit more pliable 233 
regarding some of their concerns, but at the end of the day, 234 
McCarthy is not going to CHARGE the gates of hell that have 235 
encircled our embattled liberties. He simply does not have the 236 
Winstons. 237 
Here is what the conservative Republicans are being pressured by 238 
their constituency to resist—the amazing capacity for the 239 
Republicans to lose a win! And McCarthy is the man the left 240 
desperately hopes will get the gavel, and not Jeffries or Jordan, or 241 
someone who is a real fighter, because he will be the easiest to 242 
"work with."  243 
Here is what concerns me about McCarthy — I'm afraid he will go 244 
along with a J-6 Committee hearing and put on a "really good 245 
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shew…" and drag it out, but I think behind the scenes he will 246 
undermine every effort to get down to REAL RESULTS.  247 
He will find a way to excuse poor Nancy from testifying, he won't 248 
allow real pressure to be put on subpoenas being enforced, he is 249 
going to allow the Dems to introduce rules that will hinder 250 
interrogation, back deals will be made to reduce effect of the 251 
hearings to a slap on the wrist, a, well some sort of censure, some 252 
sort of speech about how democracy was threatened but now we 253 
fixed it, and so forth — but if you expect a McCarthy led house to 254 
go for any meaningful prosecutions for FBI malfeasance, DOJ, CIA 255 
and DOD malfeasance, dereliction of duty, or even get close to 256 
charges of TREASON — don't hold your breath. 257 
It's not even CERTAIN, in my view that the J-6 prisoners will be 258 
given an honest vindication for what happened to them — it'll be 259 
fuzzy, compromised, and wishy-washy — but the people are, or at 260 
least should be, very angry with all this. And we are waiting for 261 
JUSTICE to come down HARD on these perpetrators in the FBI, 262 
the DOJ, DHS, NAS, DOD, all of them — 263 
And all the nonsense with coopting social media to run a 264 
government censorship propaganda program, the whole 265 
VACCINE debacle — I don't see McCarthy being the LEADER for 266 
the sort of FIGHT we are in for. 267 
And yet, that last I heard, the opposition is dwindling! It has 268 
shrunk to only four holdouts. Well, if that's true, I did not vet this 269 
rumor, but if that's true, it's probably over. If McCarthy has gotten 270 
to within 4 votes, they are likely to give up. They shouldn't but they 271 
will likely cave to the pressure. And if it's that close, it's possible 272 
McCarthy can recruit a few Democrats to flip his way to take it.  273 
I understand most of the resistance has already caved, and the Matt 274 
Gaetz has said, outloud, that he will resign from Congress if 275 
Democrats help elect a "moderate Republican."  276 
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I don't know — there must be something in the water up there that 277 
produces brain fog, or that numbs those parts of the brains that 278 
form COMMON SENSE — I'm trying to figure how this threat 279 
scares Democrats away from voting for McCarthy? Uh, wouldn't 280 
that sort of be a Twofer? 281 
We all know Gaetz is an ardent supporter of Trump—he even 282 
nominated Trump for Speaker. Only a handful took that seriously, 283 
but it did put Trump's name on the board — many of us never 284 
thought this was more than a very funny joke, and those who took 285 
it seriously, well, except a handful, never seriously thought this 286 
would happen. I'm still trying to figure out, hey, Matt, how does 287 
promising the Democrats you will resign if they jump in to give 288 
McCarthy what he needs to become Speaker motivate them? 289 
I don't know, maybe it has to do with how the vote is taken — 290 
maybe if the Dems do jump in, several who swung over to 291 
McCarthy will back up from their support — so maybe they'll try 292 
to get all those votes in before the Dems tip their hand, but maybe 293 
the way the roll call is ordered, that still leaves enough Republicans 294 
to switch — I don't know! I'm not that intimately familiar with this 295 
— I'm just trying to understand what in the world Matt is thinking. 296 
But let's touch on another mystery. Trump endorsed McCarthy, 297 
who many of us believe literally funded the deflation of the Red 298 
Wave. He plowed GOP money in just the races that, it seemed, 299 
were calculated to counter GOP momentum in the 2022 midterms. 300 
I think the argument for this is sound either as indication of the 301 
lackluster leadership we've seen, making him susceptible to being 302 
played by more clever men, or as exposing him as being so 303 
committed to PARTY politics he blindly ignores the will of the 304 
PEOPLE, or he is on the other side — he did not want there to be a 305 
major upset of the status quo—he is a Deep Stater operator, or 306 
what is called, controlled opposition — just like McConnell.  307 
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Under pressure from some never Trumpers, McCarthy talked 308 
about encouraging Trump to resign. And so on, an on! 309 
So, why would Trump endorse McCarthy? We've all watched 310 
Trump, and while it's clear he has a stellar record of achievements: 311 
I mean, who knew the border was an easy fix, that America could 312 
assert herself on the world stage with such amazing success, or 313 
generate a peace deal for the Middle East that was unprecedented, 314 
even after moving the US Israel Embassy to Jerusalem? My eyes are 315 
still blinking in wonder over that one! He showed us we don't have 316 
to be in endless wars, we can have a strong economy, oil 317 
independence, and even tamper down hostilities with many of our 318 
enemies—put China in her place, get NATO to pay their fair share 319 
— I mean, WHO KNEW? Trump showed us we don't have to live 320 
from crisis to crisis — at least until COVID. Where they managed 321 
to maneuver POTUS into a box.  322 
 All his amazing accomplishments notwithstanding, he has been 323 
known to make some bad picks for advisors and administration 324 
appointments. He picked some good JUSTICES — two huge 325 
decisions expected to come down soon — wait for it! 326 
But he does some political stuff too. He sometimes does stuff 327 
because it's a calculated move intended to position himself or 328 
others. When it comes to why he endorsed McCarthy, I figured, if 329 
anyone had an excuse for him it would be the X22 guy. 330 
And it would be relatively easy for me to take the X22 guy, Dave 331 
Mipfidsud [???] take on why Trump endorsed McCarthy, except 332 
for a recent statement he made about why the Red Wave went flat 333 
— from a Hawaii Tsunami to a Bolsa Chica chickita. Bolsa is where 334 
we went to learn how to surf; Huntington is where you went when 335 
you got it figured out. But, anyway! Let me give you the X22 - Q 336 
man's take on it. By the way, I like David and I listen to his podcast 337 
regularly. If you check him out, make sure you bear in mind he is a 338 
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Q dude—he takes all of that way more seriously than I do, and he is 339 
a devoted Trumpologist.  340 
I am, and continue to be, a devoted Trump for POTUS supporter 341 
— but I'm not unwilling to call him out if I think there is 342 
something to be concerned about. 343 
And, as I was about to say earlier, if Trump had not made this 344 
recent Truth post about his take on what happened in the 2022 345 
midterm, that deflated the Red Wave, I'd probably be a whole lot 346 
more inclined to accept the X22 explanation, so, what is it? 347 
Dave thinks Trump is positioning McCarthy and the establishment 348 
GOPers for ultimate exposure. He thinks this serves to put on 349 
public display the disparity within the Republican Party between 350 
the establishment GOPers and the MAGA Republicans. I'll add 351 
that Trump is a pragmatist, at heart, and probably calculated that 352 
the chance the Party was not ready to make a clean BREAK from 353 
the establishment—he figured that after whatever battles went on, 354 
ultimately, the storm would settle and it would be a return to status 355 
quo. The idea is he figures this would be the best way to position 356 
McCarthy to be most favorable to what really needs to be done 357 
than anything else—I agree! This will at the very least serve notice 358 
on all the Establishment Republicans—because you know that the 359 
calls coming in from constituents were overwhelmingly against 360 
McCarthy—so this entire exercise, short of the RED WAVE that 361 
was needed to avoid it, the exercise certainly heightens 362 
expectations for McCarthy to gavel favorably for the PATRIOT 363 
cause, when it is absolutely certain he would not have done 364 
otherwise. 365 
However, Trump lately posted a Truth on his social media 366 
platform leaving the impression that he believes the blame for the 367 
RED WAVE deflation was on PRO-LIFE VOTERS, and on 368 
candidates who refused to accept his position on the issue. Trump 369 
believes abortion is acceptable for rape, incest, and the life of the 370 
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mother. He reminds us that this was Ronald Reagan's position on 371 
the issue. And he is right, of course! And I remember speaking to 372 
this in my pulpit back then—explaining that such a position 373 
undermines the entire premise of our objection to abortion. If 374 
abortion is wrong because it involves the murder of an unborn 375 
human being, then please explain to me what makes it right to kill 376 
the baby because it's father was a rapist or a pervert that took 377 
advantage of his child? The issue of abortion hinges entirely upon 378 
one thing only — is the baby in the womb a human being? Psalm 379 
139, the story of John the Baptist leaping in the womb of his 380 
mother when she met Mary the mother of Jesus tells you all you 381 
need to know. Current science allows us to SEE the baby in the 382 
womb, to hear its HEART BEAT, to COUNT ITS TOES — to 383 
watch it suckle its thumb! IT'S A BABY! And a civilized people do 384 
not murder babies for anyone's convenience. 385 
But, it might surprise you that this is not the element in this story 386 
that troubles me about Trump — I mean, it does, that I've always 387 
known this was Trump's position, and every time it comes up, I 388 
speak against it. I did not agree with Reagan on this, or on the 389 
illegal alien issue, and a few other things, by the way! When I read 390 
Trump's statement on this, I spoke out on the issue and said exactly 391 
what I've laid out here—it's murder! 392 
But with regard to my present topic, what bothered me is that 393 
Trump did not blame the cursed Dominion machines, the follies of 394 
McCarthy, he did blame McConnell for how he spent GOP 395 
campaign dollars, but only as a side note. He blamed pro-life 396 
candidates who believed abortion stops a beating heart—who 397 
believes abortion murders babies. As far as I'm concerned, that was 398 
a cheap shot at people of conscience—whose conscience, by the 399 
way, in this matter, is much instructed that his. 400 
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I still don't know what happened in the House today regarding the 401 
gavel battle — but I do know that whatever happens, the BATTLE 402 
WITH THE GAVEL will commence soon! PRAY!  403 
 404 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 405 
know if you see them.  406 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 407 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 408 
email. 409 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 410 
805.314.2114. 411 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 412 


